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Building or Project Name (if applicable) 

Street Number Street Name Suite/Unit Number 

Community 

Other Location Information (if no civic number assigned) 

Associated permits numbers Estimated project start date / end 
date 

Describe the activity, including the type of noise impacts, and duration of the expected after/before hours noise events. 

LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION

ANTICIPATED NOISE EVENT(S) 

REASON FOR EXEMPTION 
Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N-200 By-law is required. 

Description 
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Describe what site-specific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. 
measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences, discouraging queuing of vehicles 
prior to site opening etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES – SITE ORGANIZATION 

Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. 
(i.e. measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators, scheduled inspections of equipment’s condition etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - EQUIPMENT 
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Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. measures 
could include training, schedule after hours truck routes, solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - OTHER 


	Building or Project Name if applicable: The NRTH
	Street Number_2: 5511
	Street Name_2: Bilby St
	SuiteUnit Number_2: 
	Other Location Information if required please show on site plan: 
	Associated permits numbers ie encroachment grade alteration building etc: BPCOM-2021-16452
	Estimated project start date  end date: March 16/23 - June 2024
	Describe the activity including the type of noise impacts and duration of the expected afterbefore hours noise events: Pouring and Finishing concrete after hours if needed.
	Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N200 Bylaw is required: We are finishing the suspended slab and will have cement finishers and machines intermittingly working after hours. We are using an accelerator in the concrete mix to speed up setting process but it may run after hours. This will be the only activity that could extend past the noise bylaw hours. our sites hours are normally 7:00 am until 6:00 pm. 
	Description: 
	Community Drop Down List: [Halifax]
	Describe what sitespecific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences discouraging queuing of vehicles prior to site opening etc: We are using an accelerator in the concrete to speed things up. Also we are keeping the workforce to a minimum to keep the noise level down as well. Our concrete finishing machines are equiped with mufflers and will be run at a low RPM so they don't create loud noiseDuring working hours, we will have a tower crane set up. This crane is run off electricity instead of having a diesel generator running all day. Deliveries to site are scheduled to arrive at certain times during the day so we can expect them during mid day times and we will be keeping deliveries on our approved laneway on Gottingen so we are away from the residential areas.  
	Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators scheduled inspections of equipments condition etc: We are using cement polishers which will use a low rpm as to cut down on a lot of noise. All heavy equipment are done on site until mid may and then will only be there for 4 weeks as we finish building services tie ins. No radios are allowed on site during working hours as well as these tend to create a lot of noise on site.
	Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include training schedule after hours truck routes solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed: We will be only finishing after hours possibly, so we will only have noise from 3 people on site. No Vehicles operating after hours and also no Radios on site. In our orientations to site, all employees are told of the fact that we are in a residential neighborhood and to respect the area we are coming into. We don't condone harassment or bullying, any rude remarks that we hear of is dealt with swiftly and maybe removal from site depending on the severity.


